Clickit Terrain Plus

Category: car harness restraint, walking harness, service dog vest

Center for Pet Safety certified for dog up to 110 pounds

Includes: Clickit Terrain car safety harness, S-Clip accessory, Buckle Shield accessory

Awards and honors:
- Center for Pet Safety – Safety Certification with 5 Star Rating – dogs up to 110 pounds
- Fear Free – Preferred Product Program
- Hot Diggity Award Winner
- Innovative Veterinary Care Journal – Innovation Award
- Pet Business – Industry Recognition Award

PROVEN AND CERTIFIED

Clickit Terrain car harness offers proven and certified protection for dogs in the car. It has shock absorbing sleeves that work with a broad padded vest and patented Infinity Loop design to distribute and reduce damaging forces that can cause injury in an accident. There are three points of contact to reduce forward and lateral movement in the event of a collision or sudden stop.

Working and active dogs benefit from the Clickit Terrain design that combines award-winning travel safety technology with enhanced safety, comfort, and control features for sustained daily use. Reflective patches on the harness shoulders can be interchanged with optional service or working dog patches.

Crash-tested:
In crash tests, Clickit Terrain delivers higher performance results than any of its top performing Sleepypod car safety harness predecessors. It reduces the forces on the highly vulnerable chest area by an additional 10 percent. It was tested at U.S, Canadian, and E.U. child safety standards. Watch the crash tests:

Independently tested and certified:
Clickit Terrain has been proven in independent testing by the Center for Pet Safety to be one of the safest car harnesses in an auto collision, earning the highest possible Five Star rating. More at http://www.centerforpetsafety.org/cps-certified/
Crash survivor testimonials:
https://sleepypod.com/testimonials

Accessories - included:
• S-Clip: seatbelt locking clip pre-sets the seatbelt length and helps prevent the car seatbelt from further retracting
• Buckle Shield: seatbelt buckle shield that prevents a pet from unbuckling the seatbelt when stepping on the buckle

Accessories - optional:
• Terrain Pack: dog backpack with handle that offers extra control for the dog handler
• Terrain Patches (set of two): choose from Emotional Support, Therapy Dog, Service Dog, Do Not Pet, Search and Rescue, In Training

Instructional videos:
• Clickit Terrain: https://bit.ly/instructionsClickitTerrain
• Buckle Shield: https://bit.ly/instructionsBuckleShield

Sleepypod web page:
https://sleepypod.com/terrain-bundle

Downloadable images: (copyright Sleepypod)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/153084126@N07/albums/72157681672296366

Features:
• Crash tested for use as a car harness restraint
• Three-point design for use in rear passenger seat secures a dog’s torso
• Broad, cushioned, energy absorbing vest for crash protection
• Shock absorbing sleeves
• Quick connection and release
• Strength-tested, automotive grate materials
• Rear reflective patches for night visibility can be interchanged for optional service or custom patches
• Easy clean vest is made of luggage-grade, ballistic nylon
• Four sizes address a broad range of dog shapes and sizes
• Loops for quick connection and release of optional Terrain Pack

Sizes:
• Size is determined by chest measurement around a dog’s rib cage, just behind the front legs. View the measurement guide at https://sleepypod.com/sizing
• Small 17.5-22 inches
• Medium 21.5-27.5 inches
• Large 26-32 inches
• Extra Large 31.5-39.5 inches

Colors:
• Jet Black
• Orange Dream
• Strawberry Red
• Robin Egg Blue
• Charcoal Grey (limited edition)
• Olive Green (limited edition)
• First Blush (limited edition)